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Abstract

Partial updating of LMS filter coefficients is an effective method for reducing the computational load and the power consumption in adaptive filter implementations. Several algorithms have been proposed in the literature based on partial updating. Unfortunately, it has been observed that these algorithms don’t have good convergence properties in practice. In particular, there generally exist signals for which these algorithms stagnate or diverge. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm, called the Stochastic Partial Update LMS (SPU-LMS) algorithm which attempts to remedy some of the drawbacks of existing algorithms. The SPU-LMS algorithm differs from the existing algorithms in that the subsets to be updated are chosen in a random manner at each iteration. We derive conditions for filter stability, convergence rate, and steady state mean-square error for the proposed algorithm and show that SPU-LMS suffers no loss in steady state performance when compared to the regular (full-update) LMS algorithm.
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1 Introduction

The LMS algorithm is a popular algorithm for adaptation of weights in the field of adaptive beamforming using antenna arrays. This has application in many areas including interference cancellation, space time modulation and coding, signal copy in surveillance and wireless communications. Some of the applications like echo cancellation and channel equalization require a large number of filter coefficients and hence the coefficient updates might prove too expensive for mobile units with limited processing power. Therefore, partial updating of the LMS adaptive filter has been proposed to reduce these per-iteration computational costs [9, 10, 15] of the algorithm.

Two types of partial update LMS algorithms are prevalent in the literature and have been described in [7]. They are referred to as the “Periodic LMS algorithm” and the “Sequential LMS algorithm”. To reduce computation by a factor of $P$, the Periodic LMS algorithm (P-LMS) updates all the filter coefficients every $P^{th}$ iteration instead of every iteration. The Sequential LMS (S-LMS) algorithm updates only a fraction of coefficients every iteration. Another variant referred to as “Max Partial Update LMS algorithm” (Max PU-LMS) has been proposed in [5, 6] and [1]. In this algorithm, the subset of coefficients to be updated is dependent on the input signal. The subset is chosen so as to minimize the increase in the mean squared error due to partial as opposed to full updating. The input signals multiplying each coefficient are ordered according to their magnitude and the coefficients corresponding to the largest $\frac{1}{P}$ of input signals are chosen for update in an iteration. Some analysis of this algorithm has been performed in [6] for the special case of $P = 1$ but, analysis for more general cases still needs to be completed.

In [11], the authors have analysed the convergence of S-LMS for stationary and cyclo-stationary signals. For stationary signals, it was shown that for any arbitrary sequence of updates, S-LMS converges in the mean if LMS converges. For a class of cyclo-stationary signals, for the case of even-odd updates, it was shown that the convergence in the mean conditions on $\mu$ were much stricter than that for regular LMS. However, as will be shown in this paper there exist signals for which there is no region of $\mu$ for which S-LMS will converge.

The important characteristic of S-LMS and P-LMS is that the coefficients to be updated at an iteration are pre-determined. It is this characteristic which renders P-LMS and S-LMS unstable for certain signals and which makes random coefficient updating attractive.

The algorithm proposed in the paper is similar to S-LMS except that the subset of the filter coefficients that are updated each iteration is selected at random. The algorithm, referred to as Stochastic Partial Update LMS algorithm (SPU-LMS), involves selection of a subset of size $\frac{N}{P}$ coefficients out of $P$ possible subsets from a fixed partition of the $N$ coefficients in the weight vector. For example, filter coefficients can be partitioned into even and odd subsets and either even or odd coefficients are randomly selected to be updated in each iteration. In this paper we derive conditions on the step-size parameter which ensures
convergence in the mean and the mean square sense for stationary signals, for deterministic signals and the general case of mixing signals.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We demonstrate signal scenarios for which the prevalent partial update algorithms do not converge.
- We propose a new algorithm called the Stochastic Partial Update LMS Algorithm (SPU-LMS) based on random updating of filter coefficients that ensures convergence of filter coefficients.
- We derive stability conditions for SPU-LMS for stationary signal scenarios and demonstrate that the steady state performance of the new algorithm is as good as that of the regular LMS algorithm.
- We derive the persistence of excitation condition for the convergence of SPU-LMS for the case of deterministic signals and show that this condition is same as that of the regular LMS algorithm.
- For the general case of mixing signals we show that the stability conditions for SPU-LMS are same as that of LMS. We extend the analysis of [2] to SPU-LMS and use the results to show that SPU-LMS does not suffer a degradation in steady state performance as compared to LMS even when we relax the assumptions made for the performance analysis of the algorithm for stationary signals.
- We demonstrate through different examples that for non-stationary signal scenarios (echo cancellation in telephone networks, digital communication systems) partial updating using P-LMS and S-LMS should not be employed as these are not guaranteed to converge. SPU-LMS is a better choice because of its convergence properties.

The organization of the paper is as follows. First, a brief description of the algorithm is given in Section 2 followed by analysis of the stochastic partial update algorithm for stationary stochastic signals in Section 2.1, for deterministic signals in Section 2.2 and for mixing signals in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the advantage of the new algorithm over the existing Partial Update LMS algorithms. This is followed by Section 4.1 where verification of theoretical analysis in Section 2.1 of the new algorithm is carried out via simulations and examples are given to illustrate the usefulness of SPU-LMS. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 apply the analysis in Section 3 to separate signal scenarios for comparing the steady state performance of LMS and SPU-LMS. Finally conclusions and directions for future work are indicated in Section 5.

2 The Stochastic PU LMS Algorithm

For description purposes we will assume that the filter coefficients can be divided into $P$ mutually exclusive subsets of equal size, i.e. the filter length $N$ is a multiple of $P$. For convenience, define the index set $S = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$. Partition $S$ into $P$ mutually exclusive subsets of equal size, $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_P$.  
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Let $W_k = [w_{k,1}, w_{k,2}, \ldots, w_{k,N}]^T$ be the column weight vector at iteration $k$ of the LMS algorithm. Let $X_k$ be as defined in section 1. Define $I_i$ by zeroing out the $j^{th}$ row of the identity matrix $I$ if $j \notin S_i$. In that case, $I_i X_k$ will have precisely $\frac{N}{P}$ non-zero entries. Let the sentence “choosing $S_i$ at iteration $k$” stand to mean “choosing the weights with their indices in $S_i$ for update at iteration $k$.”

The SPU-LMS algorithm is described as follows. At a given iteration, $k$, one of the sets $S_i, i = 1, \ldots, P$, is chosen at random from $\{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_p\}$ with probability $\frac{1}{P}$ and the update is performed, i.e.

$$w_{k+1,j} = \begin{cases} w_{k,j} + \mu e_k^j x_{k,j} & \text{if } j \in S_i \\ w_{k,j} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(1)

where $e_k = d_k - W_k^H X_k$. The above update equation can be written in a more compact form in the following manner

$$W_{k+1} = W_k + \mu e_k I_i X_k$$

(2)

where $I_i$ now is a randomly chosen matrix.

### 2.1 Analysis: Stationary Stochastic Signals

In this setting the offline problem is to choose an optimal $W$ such that

$$\xi^{(W)} = E[(d_k - y_k)(d_k - y_k)^*] = E[ (d_k - W^H X_k)(d_k - W^H X_k)^*]$$

is minimized, where $a^*$ denotes the complex conjugate of $a$. The solution to this problem is given by

$$W_{opt} = R^{-1} r$$

(3)

where $R = E[X_k X_k^H]$ and $r = E[d_k X_k]$. The minimum attainable mean square error $\xi^{(W)}$ is given by

$$\xi_{min} = E[dd_k^*] - r^H R^{-1} r.$$

For the following analysis, we assume that the desired signal, $d_k$ satisfies the following relation\textsuperscript{2} \textsuperscript{7}

$$d_k = W_{opt}^H X_k + n_k$$

(4)

where $X_k$ is a zero mean complex circular Gaussian\textsuperscript{3} random vector and $n_k$ is a zero mean circular complex Gaussian (not necessarily white) noise, with variance $\xi_{min}$, uncorrelated with $X_k$.

\textsuperscript{2}Note: the model assumed for $d_k$ is same as assuming $d_k$ and $X_k$ are jointly Gaussian sequences. Under this assumption $d_k$ can be written as $d_k = W_{opt}^H X_k + m_k$, where $W_{opt}$ is as in (3) and $m_k = d_k - W_{opt}^H X_k$. Since $E[m_k X_k] = E[X_k d_k] - E[ X_k X_k^H] W_{opt} = 0$ and $m_k$ and $X_k$ are jointly Gaussian we conclude that $m_k$ and $X_k$ are independent of each other which is same as model (4).

\textsuperscript{3}A complex circular Gaussian random vector consists of Gaussian random variables whose marginal densities depend only on their magnitudes. For more information see [16, p. 198] or [14].
We also make the usual independence assumption used in the analysis of standard LMS [3]. We assume that \( X_k \) is a Gaussian random vector and that \( X_k \) is independent of \( X_j \) for \( j < k \). We also assume that \( I_i \) and \( X_k \) are mutually independent.

For convergence-in-mean analysis we obtain the following update equation conditioned on a choice of \( S_i \),

\[
E[V_{k+1} \mid S_i] = (I - \mu I_i R) E[V_k \mid S_i]
\]

which after averaging over all choices of \( S_i \) gives

\[
E[V_{k+1}] = (I - \frac{\mu}{P} R) E[V_k].
\]  

(5)

To obtain the above equation we have made use of the fact that the choice of \( S_i \) is independent of \( V_k \) and \( X_k \). Therefore, \( \mu \) has to satisfy \( 0 < \mu < \frac{2P}{\lambda_{min}} \) to guarantee convergence in mean.

For convergence-in-mean square we are interested in the convergence of \( E[e_k e_k^*] \). Under the independence assumptions we obtain

\[
E[e_k e_k^*] = \xi_{min} + \text{tr} \{ RE[V_k V_k^H] \} \quad \text{where} \quad \xi_{min} \quad \text{is as defined earlier}.
\]

We have followed the procedure of [13] for our mean-square analysis. First, conditioned on a choice of \( S_i \), the evolution equation of interest for \( \text{tr} \{ RE[V_k V_k^H] \} \) is given by

\[
RE[V_{k+1} V_{k+1}^H \mid S_i] = RE[V_k V_k^H \mid S_i] - 2 \mu R_i R_i E[V_k V_k^H \mid S_i] + \mu^2 R_i R_i E[X_k X_k^H A_k X_k X_k^H \mid S_i] + \mu^2 \xi_{min} R_i R_i
\]

where \( A_k = E[V_k V_k^H] \). For simplicity, consider the case of block diagonal \( R \) satisfying \( \sum_{i=1}^{P} I_i R_i = R \).

Then, we obtain the final equation of interest for convergence-in-mean square to be

\[
G_{k+1} = \left( I - \frac{2\mu}{P} \Lambda + \frac{\mu^2}{P} \Lambda^2 + \frac{\mu^2}{P} \Lambda^2 11^T \right) G_k + \frac{\mu^2}{P} \xi_{min} \Lambda^2 1
\]  

(6)

where \( G_k \) is a vector of diagonal elements of \( \Lambda E[U_k U_k^H] \) where \( U_k = Q V_k \) with \( Q \) such that \( Q R Q^H = \Lambda \). It is easy to obtain the following necessary and sufficient conditions (see Appendix A) for convergence of the SPU-LMS algorithm

\[
0 < \mu < \frac{2}{\lambda_{max}}
\]

\[
\eta(\mu) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\mu \lambda_i}{\mu^{2} - \lambda_i^{2}} < 1
\]

(7)

which is independent of \( P \) and identical to that of LMS.

We use the integrated MSE difference \( J = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \xi_k - \xi_{\infty} \) introduced in [8] as a measure of the convergence rate and \( M(\mu) = \frac{\xi_k - \xi_{\infty}}{\xi_{\text{min}}} \) as a measure of misadjustment. The misadjustment factor is simply (see Appendix C)

\[
M(\mu) = \frac{\eta(\mu)}{1 - \eta(\mu)}
\]  

(8)
which is the same as that of the standard LMS. Thus, we conclude that random update of subsets has no effect on the final excess mean-squared error.

Finally, it is straightforward to show (see Appendix B) the integrated MSE difference is

\[ J = P \text{ tr} \left[ (2 \mu \Lambda - \mu^2 \Lambda^2 - \mu^2 \Lambda^2 \mathbf{1} \mathbf{1}^T)^{-1} ((G_0 - G_\infty) \right] \]  

(9)

which is \( P \) times the quantity obtained for standard LMS algorithm. Therefore, we conclude that for block diagonal \( R \), random updating slows down convergence by a factor of \( P \) without affecting the misadjustment. Furthermore, it can be easily verified that a much simpler condition \( 0 < \mu < \frac{1}{\sqrt{1+\nu}} \) is a sufficient region for convergence of SPU-LMS and the standard LMS algorithm.

2.2 Analysis: Deterministic Signals

Here we followed the analysis for LMS with real signals given in [17, pp. 140–143]. This analysis can be easily extended to SPU-LMS with complex signals which we present here. We assume that the input signal \( X_k \) is bounded, that is \( \sup_k (X_k^H X_k) \leq B < \infty \) and that the desired signal \( d_k \) follows the model

\[ d_k = W_{opt}^H X_k \]

which is different from (4) in that we assume that there is no noise present at the output.

Define \( V_k = W_k - W_{opt} \) and \( e_k = d_k - W_k^H X_k \).

Lemma 1 If \( \mu < 2B \) then \( e_k^* \to 0 \) as \( k \to \infty \). Here, \( \{ \cdot \} \) indicates statistical expectation over all possible choices of \( S_i \), where each \( S_i \) is chosen uniformly from \( \{ S_1, \ldots, S_P \} \).

Proof: See Appendix D

Theorem 1 If \( \mu < 2B \) and the signal satisfies the following persistence of excitation condition:

For all \( k \), there exist \( K < \infty \), \( \alpha_1 > 0 \) and \( \alpha_2 > 0 \) such that

\[ \alpha_1 I < \sum_{i=k}^{k+K} X_i X_i^H < \alpha_2 I \]  

(10)

then \( V_k^H V_k \to 0 \) and \( V_k^H V_k \to 0 \) exponentially fast.

Proof: See Appendix D

Condition (10) is identical to the persistence of excitation condition for standard LMS. Therefore, the sufficient condition for exponential stability of LMS is enough to guarantee exponential stability of SPU-LMS.
3 Analysis of SPU-LMS: Mixing Signals

In this section, we analytically compare the performance of LMS and SPU-LMS in terms of stability and misconvergence when the independent snapshots assumption is invalid. For this we employ the theory developed in [12] and [2]. Even though the theory developed is for the case of real random variables it can easily be adapted to the case of complex circular random variables.

In this section, results for stability and performance for the case of SPU-LMS are developed for describing the performance hit taken when going from LMS to SPU-LMS. One of the important results obtained is that for stability LMS and SPU-LMS have the same necessary and sufficient conditions. The theory used for stability analysis and performance analysis follows along [12] and [2], respectively.

3.1 Stability Analysis

Notations are the same as those used in [12]. $||A||_p$ is used to denote the $L_p$ norm of a random matrix $A$ given as $||A||_p \overset{\text{def}}{=} (E[|A|^p])^{1/p}$ for $p \geq 1$ where $||A||_2 \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{\sum_{i,j} |a_{ij}|^2\}^{1/2}$ is the Euclidean norm of the matrix $A$. Note that in [12], $||A|| \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{\lambda_{\text{max}}(AA^H)\}^{1/2}$. Since the two norms are related by a constant the results in [12] could as well have been stated with the definition used here. Our definition is identical to the norm defined in [2].

A process $X_k$ is said to be $\phi$-mixing if there is a function $\phi(m)$ such that $\phi(m) \to 0$ as $m \to \infty$ and

$$\sup_{A \in \mathcal{M}_2(X), B \in \mathcal{M}_2(X)} |P(B|A) - P(B)| \leq \phi(m), \forall m \geq 0, k \in (-\infty, \infty)$$

where $\mathcal{M}_2(X)$, $-\infty \leq i \leq j \leq \infty$ is the $\sigma$-algebra generated by $\{X_k\}, i \leq k \leq j$.

For any random matrix sequence $F = \{F_k\}$, define $\mathcal{S}_p(\alpha, \mu^*)$ for $\mu^* > 0$ and $0 < \alpha < 1/\mu^*$ by

$$\mathcal{S}_p(\alpha, \mu^*) = \left\{ F : \left\| \prod_{j-i+1}^k (I - \mu F_j) \right\|_p \leq K_{\alpha, \mu^*}(F)(1 - \mu \alpha)^{k-i} \right\}
\forall \mu \in (0, \mu^*], \forall k \geq i \geq 0 \right\}$$

$\mathcal{S}_p(\alpha, \mu^*)$ is the family of $L_p$-stable random matrices.

Similarly, the averaged exponentially stable family is defined as $\mathcal{S}(\alpha, \mu^*)$ for $\mu^* > 0$ and $0 < \alpha < 1/\mu^*$ by

$$\mathcal{S}(\alpha, \mu^*) = \left\{ F : \left\| \prod_{j-i+1}^k (I - \mu E[F_j]) \right\|_p \leq K_{\alpha, \mu^*}(E[F])(1 - \mu \alpha)^{k-i} \right\} \quad (11)
\forall \mu \in (0, \mu^*], \forall k \geq i \geq 0 \right\}.$$
We also define $S_p$ and $S$ as $S_p \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \cup_{\mu^* \in (0, 1)} \cup_{\alpha \in (0, 1/\mu^*)} S_p(\alpha, \mu^*)$ and $S \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \cup_{\mu^* \in (0, 1)} \cup_{\alpha \in (0, 1/\mu^*)} S(\alpha, \mu^*)$.

Let $X_k$ be the input signal vector generated from the following process

$$X_k = \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} A(k, j)e_{k-j} + \psi_k$$

with $\sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \sup \|A(k, j)\| < \infty$. $\{\psi_k\}$ is a $d$-dimensional deterministic process, and $\{e_k\}$ is a general $m$-dimensional $\phi$-mixing sequence. The weighting matrices $A(k, j) \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times m}$ are assumed to be deterministic.

Define the index set $S = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$. Partition $S$ into $P$ mutually exclusive subsets of equal size, $S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_P$. Define $I_i$ by zeroing out the $j^{th}$ row of the identity matrix $I$ if $j \notin S_i$. Let $I_j$ be a sequence of i.i.d $d \times d$ masking matrices chosen with equal probability from $I_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, P$.

Then, we have the following theorem which is similar to Theorem 2 in [12].

**Theorem 2** Let $X_k$ be as defined above with $\{e_k\}$ a $\phi$-mixing sequence such that it satisfies for any $n \geq 1$ and any increasing integer sequence $j_1 < j_2 < \ldots < j_n$

$$E \left[ \exp \left( \alpha \sum_{i=1}^{n} |e_{j_i}|^2 \right) \right] \leq M \exp(Kn)$$

where $\alpha$, $M$, and $K$ are positive constants. Then for any $p \geq 1$, there exist constants $\mu_s > 0$, $M > 0$, and $\alpha \in (0, 1)$ such that for all $\mu \in (0, \mu_s]$ and for all $t \geq k \geq 0$

$$\left[ E \left| \prod_{j=k+1}^{t} (I - \mu I_j X_j X_j^H) \right|_p^{1/p} \right] \leq M(1 - \mu \alpha)^{t-k}$$

if and only if there exists an integer $h > 0$ and a constant $\delta > 0$ such that for all $k \geq 0$

$$\sum_{i=k+1}^{k+h} E[|X_i X_i^H|] \geq \delta I.$$

**Proof:** The proof is just a slightly modified version of the proof of Theorem 2 derived in Section IV of [12, pp. 700-701]. The modification takes into account that $F_k$ in [12] is $F_k = X_k X_k^H$ whereas it is $F_k = I_k X_k X_k^H$ in the present context.

Note that the LMS algorithm has the same necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence (Theorem 2 in [12]). Therefore, the necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of SPU-LMS are same as that of LMS. Also note that, Theorem 2 in [12] can be stated as a corollary to Theorem 2 by setting $I_j = I$ for all $j$.

**3.2 Performance Analysis**

For performance analysis, we assume that
d_k = X_k^H W_{opt,k} + n_k
$W_{\text{opt},k}$ varies as follows $W_{\text{opt},k+1} - W_{\text{opt},k} = w_{k+1}$, where $w_{k+1}$ is the lag noise. Then for LMS we can write the evolution equation for the tracking error $V_k \overset{\text{def}}{=} W_k - W_{\text{opt},k}$ as

$$V_{k+1} = (I - \mu X_k X_k^H) V_k + \mu X_k n_k - w_{k+1}$$

and for SPU-LMS the corresponding equation can be written as

$$V_{k+1} = (I - \mu I_k X_k X_k^H) V_k + \mu X_k n_k - w_{k+1}$$

Now, $V_{k+1}$ can be decomposed [2] as $V_{k+1} = u V_k + \mu^n V_k + w V_k$ where

$$u V_{k+1} = (I - \mu P_k X_k X_k^H) u V_k, \quad u V_0 = -W_{\text{opt},0}$$

$$n V_{k+1} = (I - \mu P_k X_k X_k^H) n V_k + P_k X_k n_k, \quad n V_0 = 0$$

$$w V_{k+1} = (I - \mu P_k X_k X_k^H) w V_k - w_{k+1}, \quad n V_0 = 0$$

where $P_k = I$ for LMS and $P_k = I_k$ for SPU-LMS. $\{u V_k\}$ denotes the unforced term, reflecting the way the successive estimates of the filter coefficients forget the initial conditions. $\{n V_k\}$ accounts for the errors introduced by the measurement noise, $n_k$ and $\{w V_k\}$ accounts for the errors associated with the lag-noise $\{w_k\}$.

In general $n V_k$ and $w V_k$ obey the following inhomogeneous equation

$$\delta_{k+1} = (I - \mu \tilde{F}_k) \delta_k + \xi_k, \quad \delta_0 = 0$$

$\delta_k$ can be represent by a set of recursive equations as follows

$$\delta_k = J_k^{(0)} + J_k^{(1)} + \ldots + J_k^{(n)} + H_k^{(n)}$$

where the processes $J_k^{(r)}, 0 \leq r < n$ and $H_k^{(n)}$ are described by

$$J_k^{(0)} = (I - \mu \tilde{F}_k) J_k^{(0)} + \xi_k; \quad J_k^{(0)} = 0$$

$$J_k^{(r)} = (I - \mu \tilde{F}_k) J_k^{(r)} + \mu Z_k J_k^{(r-1)}; \quad J_k^{(r)} = 0, 0 \leq k < r$$

$$H_k^{(n)} = (I - \mu F_k) H_k^{(n)} + \mu Z_k J_k^{(n)}; \quad H_k^{(n)} = 0, 0 \leq k < n$$

where $Z_k = F_k - \bar{F}_k$ and $\bar{F}_k$ is an appropriate deterministic process, usually chosen as $\bar{F}_k = E[F_k]$. In [2] under appropriate conditions it was shown that there exists some constant $C < \infty$ and $\mu_0 > 0$ such that for all $0 < \mu \leq \mu_0$, we have

$$\sup_{k \geq 0} ||H_k^{(n)}||_p \leq C \mu^{n/2}.$$ 

Now, we modify the definition of weak dependence as given in [2] for circular complex random variables. The theory developed in [2] can be easily adapted for circular random variables using this definition. Let
$q \geq 1$ and $X = \{X_n\}_{n \geq 0}$ be a $(t \times 1)$ matrix valued process. Let $\beta = (\beta(r))_{r \in \mathbb{N}}$ be a sequence of positive numbers decreasing to zero at infinity. The complex process $X = \{X_n\}_{n \geq 0}$ is said to be $(\delta, q)$-weak dependent if there exist finite constants $C = \{C_1, \ldots, C_q\}$, such that for any $1 \leq m < q$ and $m$-tuple $k_1, \ldots, k_m$ and any $(s-m)$-tuple $k_{m+1}, \ldots, k_s$, with $k_1 \leq \ldots \leq k_m < k_m + r \leq k_{m+1} \leq \ldots \leq k_s$, it holds that

$$\sup_{1 \leq i_1, \ldots, i_s \leq n \leq k_s} \left| \text{cov} \left( f_{k_1,i_1}(X_{k_1,i_1}), \ldots, f_{k_m,i_m}(X_{k_m,i_m}), f_{k_{m+1},i_{m+1}}(X_{k_{m+1},i_{m+1}}), \ldots, f_{k_s,i_s}(X_{k_s,i_s}) \right) \right| \leq C \beta(r)$$

where $X_{n,i}$ denotes the $i$-th component of $X_n - E(X_n)$ and the set of functions $f_{n,i}()$ that the sup is being taken over are given by $f_{n,i}(X_{n,i}) = X_{n,i}$ and $f_{n,i}(X_{n,i}) = X_{n,i}^*.$

Define $\mathcal{N}(p)$ from [2] as follows

$$\mathcal{N}(p) = \left\{ \epsilon : \left\| \sum_{k=s}^{t} D_k \epsilon_k \right\|_p \leq \rho_p(\epsilon) \left( \sum_{k=s}^{t} |D_k|^2 \right)^{1/2} \quad \forall 0 \leq s \leq t \right\}$$

and $\forall D = \{D_k\}_{k \in \mathbb{N}}(q \times t)$ deterministic matrices.

where $\rho_p(\epsilon)$ is a constant depending only on the process $\epsilon$ and the number $p.$

$F_k$ can be written as $F_k = P_kX_kX_k^H$ where $P_k = I$ for LMS and $P_k = I_k$ for SPU-LMS. It is assumed that the following hold true for $F_k.$ For some $r, q \in \mathbb{N}, \mu_0 > 0$ and $0 < \alpha < 1/\mu_0$

- **F1**($r, \alpha, \mu_0$): $\{F_k\}_{k \geq 0}$ is in $S(r, \alpha, \mu_0)$ that is $\{F_k\}$ is $L_r$-exponentially stable.
- **F2**($\alpha, \mu_0$): $\{E[F_k]\}_{k \geq 0}$ is in $S(\alpha, \mu_0)$, that is $\{E[F_k]\}_{k \geq 0}$ is averaged exponentially stable.

Conditions **F3** and **F4** stated below are trivially satisfied for $P_k = I$ and $P_k = I_k.$

- **F3**($q, \mu_0$): $\sup_{k \in \mathbb{N}} \sup_{\mu \in (0, \mu_0]} \|P_k\|_q < \infty$ and $\sup_{k \in \mathbb{N}} \sup_{\mu \in (0, \mu_0]} |E[P_k]| < \infty$
- **F4**($q, \mu_0$): $\sup_{k \in \mathbb{N}} \sup_{\mu \in (0, \mu_0]} \mu^{-1/2} \|P_k - E[P_k]|_q < \infty$

The excitation sequence $\xi = \{\xi_k\}_{k \geq 0}$ [2] is assumed to be decomposed as $\xi_k = M_k\epsilon_k$ where the processes $M = \{M_k\}_{k \geq 0}$ is a $d \times t$ matrix valued process and $\epsilon = \{\epsilon_k\}_{k \geq 0}$ is a $(t \times 1)$ vector-valued process that verifies the following assumptions

- **EXC1**: $\{M_k\}_{k \in \mathbb{Z}}$ is $\mathcal{M}_0^6(X)$-adapted$^4$ and $\mathcal{M}_0^6(\epsilon)$ and $\mathcal{M}_0^q(X)$ are independent.
- **EXC2**($r, \mu_0$): $\sup_{\mu \in (0, \mu_0]} \sup_{k \geq 0} \|M_k\|_r < \infty$, $(r > 0, \mu_0 > 0)$
- **EXC3**($p, \mu_0$): $\epsilon = \{\epsilon_k\}_{k \in \mathbb{N}}$ belongs to $\mathcal{N}(p)$, $(p > 0, \mu_0 > 0)$

$^4$A sequence of random variables, $X_i$ is called adapted with respect to a sequence of $\sigma$-fields $\mathcal{F}_i$ if $X_i$ is $\mathcal{F}_i$ measurable [4].
The following theorems from [2] are relevant.

**Theorem 3 (Theorem 1 in [2])** Let $n \in \mathbb{N}$ and let $q \geq p \geq 2$. Assume EXC1, EXC2($pq/(q-p), \mu_0$) and EXC3($p, \mu_0$). For $a, b, \alpha > 0, a^{-1} + b^{-1} = 1$, and some $\mu_0 > 0$, assume in addition $F_2(\alpha, \mu_0)$, $F_4(\alpha q, \mu_0)$ and

- $\{G_k\}_{k \geq 0}$ is $(\beta, (q + 2)n)$ weakly dependent and $\sum_{r=1}^{\infty} (r + 1)^{(q+2)n/2 - 1} \beta(r) < \infty$
- $\sup_{k \geq 0} \|G_k\|_{b,q_n} < \infty$

Then, there exists a constant $K < \infty$ (depending on $\beta(k)$, $k \geq 0$ and on the numerical constants $p, q, n, q, b, \mu_0, \alpha$ but not otherwise on $\{X_k\}, \{\epsilon_k\}$ or on $\mu$), such that for all $0 < \mu \leq \mu_0$, for all $0 \leq r \leq n$

$$\sup_{s \geq 1} \|J_s^{(r)}\|_p \leq K \rho_p(e) \sup_{k \geq 0} \|M_k\|_{pq/(q-p)\mu}^{(r-1)/2}.$$

**Theorem 4 (Theorem 2 in [2])** Let $p \geq 2$ and let $a, b, c > 0$ such that $1/a + 1/b + 1/c = 1/p$. Let $n \in \mathbb{N}$. Assume $F_1(a, \alpha, \mu_0)$ and

- $\sup_{s \geq 0} \|Z_s\|_b < \infty$
- $\sup_{s \geq 0} \|J_s^{(n+1)}\|_c < \infty$

Then there exists a constant $K' < \infty$ (depending on the numerical constants $a, b, c, \alpha, \mu_0, n$ but not on the process $\{\epsilon_k\}$ or on the stepsize parameter $\mu$), such that for all $0 < \mu \leq \mu_0$,

$$\sup_{s \geq 0} \|H_s^{(n)}\|_p \leq K' \sup_{s \geq 0} \|J_s^{(n+1)}\|_c.$$

We next show that if LMS satisfies the assumptions above (assumptions in section 3.2 in [2]) then so does SPU-LMS. Conditions F1 and F2 follow directly from Theorem 2. It is easy to see that F3 and F4 hold easily for LMS and SPU-LMS.

**Lemma 2** The constant $K$ in Theorem 3 calculated for LMS can also be used for SPU-LMS.

**Proof:** Here all that is needed to be shown is that if LMS satisfies the conditions (EXC1), (EXC2) and (EXC3) then so does SPU-LMS. Moreover, the upper bounds on the norms for LMS are also upper bounds for SPU-LMS. That easily follows because $M_k^{LMS} = X_k$ whereas $M_k^{SPU-LMS} = I_k X_k$ and $\|I_k\| \leq 1$ for any norm $\| \cdot \|$.

**Lemma 3** The constant $K'$ in Theorem 4 calculated for LMS can also be used for SPU-LMS.
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Proof: First we show that if for LMS \( \sup_{s \geq 0} \| Z_s \|_b < \infty \) then so it is for SPU-LMS. First, note that for LMS we can write \( Z_s^{LMS} = X_s X_s^H - E[X_s X_s^H] \) whereas for SPU-LMS

\[
Z_s^{SPU-LMS} = I_s X_s X_s^H - \frac{1}{P} E[X_s X_s^H]
\]

\[
= I_s X_s X_s^H - I_s E[X_s X_s^H] + (I_s - \frac{1}{P} I) E[X_s X_s^H]
\]

That means \( \| Z_s^{SPU-LMS} \|_b \leq \| I_s \|_b \| Z_s^{LMS} \|_b + \| I_s - \frac{1}{P} I \|_b \| E[X_s X_s^H] \|_b \). Therefore, since \( \sup_{s \geq 0} \| I_s \|_b \| Z_s^{LMS} \|_b < \infty \) and \( \sup_{s \geq 0} \| E[X_s X_s^H] \|_b < \infty \) we have

\[
\sup_s \| Z_s^{SPU-LMS} \|_b < \infty.
\]

Since all conditions for Theorem 2 have been satisfied by SPU-LMS in a similar manner the constant obtained is also the same. \( \square \)

The results in this section are an extension of analysis in [2] to SPU-LMS. The results enable us to predict the steady state behaviour of SPU-LMS without the standard independent snapshots assumption employed in Section 2.1. Moreover, the two lemmas in this section state that the error terms for LMS and SPU-LMS are bounded above by the same constants. These results are very useful for comparison of steady state errors of SPU-LMS and LMS in the sense that the error terms are of the same magnitude. This will become evident in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 where we compare the steady state performance of the two algorithms for two different scenarios.

4 Discussion and Examples

It is useful to compare the performance of the new algorithm to those of the existing algorithms namely the periodic Partial Update LMS Algorithm (P-LMS) and the sequential Partial Update LMS Algorithm (S-LMS).

For P-LMS, the update equation can be written as follows

\[
W_{k+P} = W_k + \mu e_k X_k
\]

For the Sequential LMS algorithm the update equation is same as (2) except that the choice of \( I_k \) is no longer random. The sequence of \( I_k \) as \( k \) progresses is pre-determined and fixed.

For the P-LMS algorithm, using the method of analysis described in [13] we conclude that the conditions for convergence are identical to standard LMS. That is (7) holds also for P-LMS. Also, the misadjustment factor remains the same. The only difference between LMS and P-LMS is that the measure J for P-LMS is \( P \) times that of LMS. Therefore, we see that the behavior of SPU-LMS and P-LMS algorithms is very similar for stationary signals.
The difference between P-LMS and SPU-LMS becomes evident from the persistence of excitation condition for deterministic signals. From [7] we conclude that the persistence of excitation condition for P-LMS is stricter than that for SPU-LMS. For mixing signals, the persistence of excitation condition can similarly be shown to be stricter than that of SPU-LMS. In fact, in the next section we construct signals for which P-LMS is guaranteed not to converge whereas SPU-LMS will converge.

The convergence of Sequential LMS algorithm has been analyzed using the small $\mu$ assumption in [7]. Theoretical results for this algorithm without this assumption are an open problem. [11] analyses this algorithm for its convergence in the mean properties, but so far mean square convergence for stationary, non-stationary and mixing signals is still untackled. However, we show through simulation examples that this algorithm diverges for certain signals and therefore should be employed with caution.

4.1 Numerical Examples

In the first two examples, we simulated an $m$-element uniform linear antenna array operating in a multiple signal environment. Let $A_t$ denote the response of the array to the $i^{th}$ plane wave signal:

$$A_t = [e^{-j\frac{\pi}{\lambda}(\theta_1 - \theta_0)} e^{-j\frac{\pi}{\lambda}(\theta_2 - \theta_0)} \ldots e^{-j\frac{\pi}{\lambda}(\theta_M - \theta_0)}]$$

where \(m = (m+1)/2\) and \(\omega_i = \frac{2\pi D \sin \theta_i}{\lambda} = 1, \ldots, M\). $\theta_i$ is the broadside angle of the $i^{th}$ signal, $D$ is the inter-element spacing between the antenna elements and $\lambda$ is the common wavelength of the narrowband signals in the same units as $D$ and $2\pi D/\lambda = 2$. The array output at the $k^{th}$ snapshot is given by $X_k = \sum_{i=1}^{M} A_t s_{k,i} + n_k$ where $M$ denotes the number of signals, the sequence $\{s_{k,i}\}$ the amplitude of the $i^{th}$ signal and $n_k$ the noise present at the array output at the $k^{th}$ snapshot. The objective, in both the examples, is to maximize the SNR at the output of the beamformer. Since the signal amplitudes are random the objective translates to obtaining the best estimate of $s_{k,1}$, the amplitude of the desired signal, in the MMSE sense. Therefore, the desired signal is chosen as $d_k = s_{k,1}$.

**Example 1:** In the first example (Figure 1), the array has 4 elements and a single planar waveform with amplitude, $s_{k,1}$ propagates across the array from direction angle, $\theta_1 = \frac{\pi}{4}$. The amplitude sequence $\{s_{k,1}\}$ is a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signal with period four taking values on $\{-1, 0\}$ with equal probability. The additive noise $n_k$ is circular Gaussian with variance $0.25$ and mean $0$. In all the simulations for SPU-LMS, P-LMS, and S-LMS the number of subsets for partial updating, $P$ was chosen to be 4. It can be easily determined from (7) that for Gaussian and independent signals the necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of LMS and SPU-LMS is $\mu < 0.67$. Figure 2 shows representative trajectories of the empirical mean-squared error for LMS, SPU-LMS, P-LMS and S-LMS algorithms averaged over 100 trials for $\mu = 0.6$ and $\mu = 1.0$. All algorithms were found to be stable for the BPSK signals even for $\mu$ values greater than $0.67$. It was only as $\mu$ approached 1 that divergent behavior was observed. As expected, LMS and SPU-LMS...
were observed to have similar $\mu$ regions of convergence. It is also clear from Figure 2, that as, expected SPU-LMS, P-LMS, and S-LMS take roughly 4 times longer to converge than LMS.

**Example 2:** In the second example, we consider an 8-element uniform linear antenna array with one signal of interest propagating at angle $\theta_1$ and 3 interferers propagating at angles $\theta_i$, $i = 2, 3, 4$. The array noise $n_k$ is again mean 0 circular Gaussian but with variance 0.001. We generated signals, such that $s_{k,1}$ is stationary and $s_{k,i}$, $i = 2, 3, 4$ are cyclostationary with period four, which make both S-LMS and P-LMS non-convergent. All the signals were chosen to be independent from time instant to time instant. First, we found signals for which S-LMS doesn’t converge by the following procedure. Make the small $\mu$ approximation $I - \mu \sum_{i=1}^{P} I_i E[X_{k+i} X_{k+i}^H]$ to the transition matrix $\prod_{i=1}^{P} (I - \mu I_i E[X_{k+i} X_{k+i}^H])$ and generate sequences $s_{k,i}$, $i = 1, 2, 3, 4$ such that $\sum_{i=1}^{P} I_i E[X_{k+i} X_{k+i}^H]$ has roots in the negative left half plane. This ensures that $I - \mu \sum_{i=1}^{P} I_i E[X_{k+i} X_{k+i}^H]$ has roots outside the unit circle. The sequences found in this manner were then verified to cause the roots to lie outside the unit circle for all $\mu$. One such set of signals found was: $s_{k,1}$ is equal to a BPSK signal with period one taking values in $\{-1, 1\}$ with equal probability. The interferers, $s_{k,i}$, $i = 2, 3, 4$ are cyclostationary BPSK type signals taking values in $\{-1, 1\}$ with the restriction that $s_{k,2} = 0$ if $k \% 4 \neq 1$, $s_{k,3} = 0$ if $k \% 4 \neq 2$ and $s_{k,4} = 0$ if $k \% 4 \neq 3$. Here $a \% b$ stands for $a$ modulo $b$. $\theta_i$, $i = 1, 2, 3, 4$ are chosen such that $\theta_1 = 1.0388$, $\theta_2 = 0.0737$, $\theta_3 = 1.0750$ and $\theta_4 = 1.1410$. These signals render the S-LMS algorithm unstable for all $\mu$.

The P-LMS algorithm also fails to converge for the signal set described above irrespective of $\mu$ and the choice of $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, $\theta_3$, and $\theta_4$. Since P-LMS updates the coefficients every 4th iteration it sees at most one of the three interfering signals throughout all its updates and hence can place a null at most one signal incidence angle $\theta_i$. Figure 4 shows the envelopes of the $e_k^2$ trajectories of S-LMS and P-LMS for the signals given above with the representative value $\mu = 0.03$. As can be seen P-LMS fails to converge whereas S-LMS shows divergent behavior. SPU-LMS and LMS were observed to converge for the signal set described above.
when $\mu = 0.03$.

**Example 3:** In the third example, we consider a 4-tap filter ($N = 4$) with a time series input, that is $X_{k} = [x_{k} \ x_{k-1} \ x_{k-2} \ x_{k-3}]$. The input, the filter coefficients and the desired output are all real valued. $x_{k}$ is given by $s_{k} + n_{k}$ where $s_{k}$ is a BPSK signal with a symbol duration of 4 time intervals and $n_{k}$ is a zero mean Gaussian noise with variance 0.01. The desired output $d_{k}$ is given by $d_{k} = W_{opt}^{T} S_{k}$ where $S_{k} = [s_{k} \ s_{k-1} \ s_{k-2} \ s_{k-3}]$ and $W_{opt} = [1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4]^{T}$.

The update is such that one coefficient is updated per iteration, i.e. $P = 4$. For this signal it was verified that S-LMS diverges for all values of $\mu$. Figures 5 and 6 show the trajectory of mean-squared error for LMS, SPU-LMS, P-LMS and S-LMS for a representative value of $\mu = 0.05$, respectively. As can be seen P-LMS and S-LMS fail to converge whereas LMS and SPU-LMS do.

### 4.2 i.i.d Gaussian Input Sequence

In this section, we assume that $X_{k} = [x_{k} \ x_{k-1} \ \ldots \ x_{k-N+1}]^{T}$ where $N$ is the length of the vector $X_{k}$. $\{x_{k}\}$ is a sequence of zero mean i.i.d Gaussian random variables. We assume that $w_{k} = 0$ for all $k \geq 0$. In that case

$$V_{k+1} = (I - \mu P_{k} X_{k} X_{k}^{H})V_{k} + X_{k} n_{k} \quad V_{0} = -W_{opt, 0} = W_{opt}$$

where for LMS we have $P_{k} = I$ and $P_{k} = I_{k}$ in case of SPU-LMS. We assume $n_{k}$ is a white i.i.d. Gaussian noise with variance $\sigma_{n}^{2}$. We see that since the conditions (13) and (14) are satisfied for theorem 2 both
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Figure 3: Signal Scenario for Example 2

Figure 4: Trajectories of MSE for Example 2

LMS and SPU-LMS are exponentially stable. In fact both have the same \( \alpha \) exponent of decay. Therefore, conditions F1 and F2 are satisfied.

We rewrite \( V_k = \| J_k^{01} + J_k^{11} + J_k^{21} + H_k^{21} \| \). Choosing \( \tilde{F}_k = E[F_k] \) we have \( E[P_k X_k X_k^H] = \sigma^2 I \) in the case of LMS and \( \frac{1}{\gamma} \sigma^2 I \) in the case of SPU-LMS. By Theorems 3 and 4 and Lemmas 2 and 3 we can upperbound both \( |J_k^{21}| \) and \( |H_k^{21}| \) by exactly the same constants for LMS and SPU-LMS. In particular, there exists some constant \( C < \infty \) such that for all \( \mu \in (0, \mu_0) \), we have

\[
\sup_{t \geq 0} E[J_k^{11}] \leq C \frac{1}{\sqrt{\gamma}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\theta}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mu}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\theta}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mu}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\theta}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mu}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\theta}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mu}}
\]

Next, for LMS we concentrate on

\[ J_k^{(0)} = (1 - \mu \sigma^2) J_k^{(0)} + X_k n_k \]
Figure 5: Trajectories of MSE for LMS, SPU-LMS and P-LMS for Example 3

Figure 6: Trajectories of MSE for S-LMS for Example 3

\[ J^{(1)}_{k+1} = (1 - \mu \sigma^2) J^{(1)}_k + \mu (\sigma^2 I - X_k X_k^H) J^{(0)}_k \]

and for SPU-LMS we concentrate on

\[ J^{(0)}_k = (1 - \frac{\mu}{\bar{\sigma}^2}) J^{(0)}_k + I_k X_k n_k \]
\[ J^{(1)}_k = (1 - \frac{\mu}{\bar{\sigma}^2}) J^{(1)}_k + \mu (\frac{\sigma^2}{\bar{\sigma}^2} I - I_k X_k X_k^H) J^{(0)}_k. \]

Solving (see Appendix E), we obtain for LMS

\[
\begin{align*}
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^{(0)}_k (J^{(0)}_k)^H] &= \frac{\sigma_{\epsilon}^2}{\mu (2 - \mu \sigma^2)} I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^{(0)}_k (J^{(1)}_k)^H] &= 0 \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^{(0)}_k (J^{(2)}_k)^H] &= 0 \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^{(1)}_k (J^{(1)}_k)^H] &= \frac{N \sigma_\epsilon^2 \bar{\sigma}^2}{(2 - \mu \sigma^2)^2} I
\end{align*}
\]
\[ \frac{N \sigma^2 \sigma_e^2}{4} I + O(\mu) I \]

which yields \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[V_k V_k^H] = \frac{\sigma_e^2}{2p} I + \frac{N \sigma^2 \sigma_e^2}{4} I + O(\mu^{1/2}) I \) and for SPU-LMS we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(0)})^H] & = \frac{\sigma_e^2}{\mu(2 - \frac{1}{\mu} \sigma^2)} I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(1)})^H] & = 0 \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(2)})^H] & = 0 \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(1)}(J_k^{(1)})^H] & = \frac{(N + 1)p - 1}{p} \sigma_e^2 \sigma_e^2 I \\
& = \frac{(N + 1)p - 1}{p} \sigma_e^2 \sigma_e^2 I + O(\mu) I
\end{align*}
\]

which yields \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[V_k V_k^H] = \frac{\sigma_e^2}{2p} I + \frac{(N + 1)p - 1}{p} \sigma_e^2 \sigma_e^2 I + O(\mu^{1/2}) I \). Therefore, we see that SPU-LMS is marginally worse than LMS in terms of misadjustment.

### 4.3 Temporally Correlated Spatially Uncorrelated Array Output

In this section we consider \( X_k \) given by

\[ X_k = \kappa X_{k-1} + \sqrt{1 - \kappa^2} U_k \]

where \( U_k \) is a vector of circular Gaussian random variables with unit variance. Similar to section 4.2, we rewrite \( V_k = J_k^{(0)} + J_k^{(1)} + J_k^{(2)} + H_k^{(2)} \). Since, we have chosen \( F_k = E[F_k] \) we have \( E[F_k X_k X_k^H] = I \) in the case of LMS and \( \frac{1}{p} I \) in the case of SPU-LMS. Again, conditions \textbf{F1} and \textbf{F2} are satisfied because of Theorem 2. By [2] and Lemmas 1 and 2 we can upperbound both \( J_k^{(2)} \) and \( H_k^{(2)} \) by exactly the same constants for LMS and SPU-LMS. By Theorems 3 and 4 and Lemmas 2 and 3 we have that there exists some constant \( C < \infty \) such that for all \( \mu \in (0, \mu_0) \), we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\sup_{t \geq 0} E[J_t^{(1)}(J_t^{(2)} + H_t^{(2)})^H] & \leq C \|X_0\|_{r(\gamma + \delta)/\delta} \sigma^2(\gamma) \mu^{1/2} \\
\sup_{t \geq 0} E[J_t^{(0)}H_t^{(2)}] & \leq C \rho(\gamma) \|X_0\|_{r(\gamma + \delta)/\delta} \mu^{1/2}.
\end{align*}
\]

Next, for LMS we concentrate on

\[
\begin{align*}
J_{k+1}^{(0)} & = (1 - \mu)J_k^{(0)} + X_k n_k \\
J_{k+1}^{(1)} & = (1 - \mu)J_k^{(1)} + \mu(I - X_k X_k^H)J_k^{(0)}
\end{align*}
\]

and for SPU-LMS we concentrate on

\[
\begin{align*}
J_{k+1}^{(0)} & = (1 - \frac{\mu}{P})J_k^{(0)} + I_k X_k n_k \\
J_{k+1}^{(1)} & = (1 - \frac{\mu}{P})J_k^{(1)} + \mu\left(I - I_k X_k X_k^H\right)J_k^{(0)}.
\end{align*}
\]
Solving (see Appendix F), we obtain for LMS
\[
\begin{align*}
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(0)})^H] &= \frac{\sigma_v^2}{\mu(2 - \mu)} I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(1)})^H] &= \frac{\kappa^2 \sigma_v^2 N}{2(1 - \kappa^2)} I + O(\mu) I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(2)})^H] &= \frac{\kappa^2 \sigma_v^2 N}{4(1 - \kappa^2)} I + O(\mu) I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(1)}(J_k^{(1)})^H] &= \frac{(1 + \kappa^2) \sigma_v^2 N}{4(1 - \kappa^2)} I + O(\mu) I
\end{align*}
\]
which leads to \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[V_k V_k^H] = \frac{\sigma_v^2}{2\mu} I + \frac{N \sigma_v^2}{\mu} I + O(\mu^{1/2}) I \) and for SPU-LMS we obtain
\[
\begin{align*}
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(0)})^H] &= \frac{\sigma_v^2}{\mu(2 - \frac{\mu}{P})} I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(1)})^H] &= \frac{\kappa^2 \sigma_v^2 N}{2(1 - \kappa^2)P} I + O(\mu) I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(0)}(J_k^{(2)})^H] &= \frac{\kappa^2 \sigma_v^2 N}{4(1 - \kappa^2)P} I + O(\mu) I \\
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(1)}(J_k^{(1)})^H] &= \frac{\sigma_v^2}{P} \left[ N + (N + 1) \frac{P - 1}{P} \right] I + O(\mu) I
\end{align*}
\]
which leads to \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[V_k V_k^H] = \frac{\sigma_v^2}{2\mu} I + \frac{\sigma_v^2}{\mu} \left[ N + 1 - \frac{1}{P} \right] I + O(\mu^{1/2}) I \). Again, SPU-LMS is marginally worse than LMS in terms of misadjustment.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a new algorithm based on randomization of filter coefficient subsets for partial updating of filter coefficients. The conditions on step-size for convergence-in-mean and mean-square were shown to be equivalent to those of standard LMS. It was verified by theory and by simulation that LMS and SPU-LMS have similar regions of convergence. We also have shown that the Stochastic Partial Update LMS algorithm has the same performance as the Periodic LMS algorithm for stationary signals but, can have superior performance for some non-stationary signals. We also demonstrated that the randomization of filter coefficient updates does not increase the final steady state error as compared to the regular LMS algorithm.

The idea of random choice of subsets proposed in the paper can be extended to include arbitrary subsets of size \( \frac{N}{P} \) and not just subsets from a particular partition. No special advantage is immediately evident from this extension though. In future work, we will analyze the algorithm in the time-series setting, that is, without the independent snapshots assumption.

The Max PU-LMS described in Section 1 is similar SPU-LMS in the sense that the coefficient subset chosen to be updated at an iteration are also random. However, update equations (5) and (6) are not valid
for Max PU-LMS as we can no longer assume that $X_k$ and $I_t$ are independent since the coefficients to be updated in an iteration explicitly depend on $X_k$. The analysis of this algorithm is an open problem.

APPENDICES

A Derivation of Stability Condition (7)

We will follow the Z-transform method of [13]. Let $\xi(z)$ donate the Z-transform of $\xi_k$ and $\tilde{G}_i(z)$ donate the Z-transform of the $i^{th}$ component of $G_k$. Then we have the following

$$\xi(z) = \xi_{\min} \frac{1}{1 - z^{-1}} + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \tilde{G}_i(z)$$

$$\tilde{G}_i(z) = \left(1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_i + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2\right) \xi(z) + G_i(0)$$

which leads to

$$\tilde{\xi}(z) = \frac{\xi_{\min} \frac{1}{1 - z^{-1}} + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{G_i(0)}{1 - z^{-1} (1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_i + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2)}}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\lambda_i^2}{1 - z^{-1} (1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_i + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2)}}$$

(15)

and

$$\tilde{G}_i(z) = \frac{1}{D(z)} \frac{\lambda_i^2 N(z)}{1 - z^{-1} (1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_i + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2)}$$

(16)

where $N(z)$ and $D(z)$ denote the numerator and the denominator in (15). Therefore, the condition for stability is that the roots of

$$z - \left(1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_i + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2\right) = 0$$

for $i = 1, \ldots, N$ and

$$\prod_{i=1}^{N} \left[z - \left(1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_i + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2\right)\right] - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2 \prod_{k \neq i} \left[z - \left(1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_k + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_k^2\right)\right] = 0$$

should lie within the unit circle.

The reader should note that (16) should be used to determine the stability of $\tilde{G}_i(z)$ and not

$$\tilde{G}_i(z) = \frac{\lambda_i^2 z^{-1}}{1 - z^{-1} (1 - \frac{2\mu}{P} \lambda_i + \frac{2\mu^2}{P} \lambda_i^2)}$$

that was used in [13].

Following the rest of the procedure as outlined in [13] exactly, we obtain the conditions for stability to be (7).
B Derivation of expression (9)

Here we follow the procedure in [8]. Assuming $G_k$ converges we have the expression for $G_\infty$ to be

$$G_\infty = P \left[ 2\mu \Lambda - 2\mu^2 \Lambda - \mu^2 \Lambda^2 11^T \right]^{-1} \frac{\mu^2}{P} \Lambda^2 1 \xi_{\text{min}}.$$ 

Then we have

$$G_{k+1} - G_\infty = F(G_k - G_\infty)$$

where $F = I - \frac{2\mu \Lambda}{P} + \frac{2\mu^2 \Lambda}{P^2} + \frac{\mu^2 \Lambda^2}{P^3} 11^T$. Since $\xi_k = \text{tr} \{G_k\}$ we have

$$\sum_{k=0}^\infty (\xi_k - \xi_\infty) = \text{tr} \left\{ \sum_{k=0}^\infty (G_k - G_\infty) \right\}$$

$$= \text{tr} \left\{ \sum_{k=0}^\infty F^k (G_0 - G_\infty) \right\}$$

$$= \text{tr} \left\{ (I - F)^{-1} (G_0 - G_\infty) \right\}$$

from which (9) follows.

C Derivation of the misadjustment factor (8)

Here we follow the approach of [13]. The misadjustment numerator and denominator is defined as $M(\mu) = \frac{\xi_\infty - \xi_{\text{min}}}{\xi_{\text{min}}}$. Since $\xi_\infty = \lim_{z \to 1} (1 - z^{-1}) \hat{\xi}(z)$ and the limits of $(1 - z^{-1}) \hat{\xi}(z)$ are finite, we have

$$\xi_\infty = \frac{\lim_{z \to 1} \left[ \xi_{\text{min}} + (1 - z^{-1}) \sum_{i=1}^N \frac{G_i(0)}{1 - z^{-1} (1 - \frac{\mu \lambda_i}{P \lambda_i} + \frac{\eta \mu}{P \lambda_i})} \right]}{\lim_{z \to 1} \left[ 1 - \sum_{i=1}^N \frac{\mu^2 \lambda_i^2 z^{-1}}{1 - z^{-1} (1 - \frac{\mu \lambda_i}{P \lambda_i} + \frac{\eta \mu}{P \lambda_i})} \right]}$$

that is

$$\xi_\infty = \frac{\xi_{\text{min}}}{1 - \frac{1}{P} \sum_{i=1}^N \frac{\mu \lambda_i}{\eta \mu \lambda_i}}$$

$$= \frac{\xi_{\text{min}}}{1 - \eta(\mu)},$$

from which (8) follows.

D Proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1

Proof of Lemma 1: First note that $e_k = -V_k^H X_k$. Next, consider the Lyapunov function $L_{k+1} = \overline{V_k^H V_{k+1}}$, where $\overline{\{\}}$ is as defined in Lemma 1. Averaging the following update equation for $V_{k+1}$

$$V_{k+1}^H V_{k+1} = V_k^H V_k - \mu \text{tr} \{V_k V_k^H X_k X_k^H I_i\} - \mu \text{tr} \{V_k V_k^H X_k I_i X_k^H\} + \mu^2 \text{tr} \{V_k V_k^H X_k X_k^H I_i X_k X_k^H\}$$
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over all possible choices of $S_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, P$ we obtain

$$\mathcal{L}_{k+1} = \mathcal{L}_k - \frac{\mu}{P} \text{tr}\{V_k V_k^H X_k (2 - \mu X_k X_k^H) X_k^H\}.$$  

Since $\sup_k (X_k^H X_k) \leq B < \infty$ the matrix $(2 - \mu X_k X_k^H) - (2 - \mu B I)$ is positive definite. Therefore,

$$\mathcal{L}_{k+1} \leq \mathcal{L}_k - \frac{\mu}{P} (2 - \mu B) \text{tr}\{V_k V_k^H X_k X_k^H\}.$$  

Since $\mu < 2/B$

$$\mathcal{L}_{k+1} \leq \mathcal{L}_k - \text{tr}\{V_k V_k^H X_k X_k^H\}.$$  

Noting that $\overline{e}_k = tr\{V_k V_k^H X_k X_k^H\}$ we obtain

$$\mathcal{L}_{k+1} + \sum_{l=0}^{k} \overline{e}_k \leq \mathcal{L}_0$$

since $\mathcal{L}_0 < \infty$ we have $\overline{e}_k = O(1/k)$ and $\lim_{k \to \infty} \overline{e}_k = 0$.

Before proving Theorem 1 we need Lemmas 4 and 5. We reproduce the proof of Lemma 4 from [17] using our notation because this enables us to understand the proof of Lemma 5 better.

**Lemma 4** [17, Lemma 6.1 p. 143-144] Let $X_k$ satisfy the persistence of excitation condition in Theorem 1. Let $X_k$ satisfy the persistence of excitation condition in Theorem 1. Let

$$\Pi_{k,k+D} = \begin{cases} 
I_{k-k'}(I - \frac{\mu}{P} X_k X_k^H) & \text{if } D \geq 0 \\
1 & \text{if } D < 0
\end{cases}$$

and

$$\mathcal{G}_k = \sum_{l=0}^{K} \Pi_{k,k+l-1} X_{k+l} X_{k+l}^H \Pi_{k,k+l-1}$$

where $K$ is as defined in Theorem 1 then $\mathcal{G}_k - \eta I$ is a positive definite matrix for some $\eta > 0$ and $\forall k$.

**Proof:** Proof is by contradiction. Suppose not then for some vector $\omega$ such that $\omega^H \omega = 1$ we have $\omega^H \mathcal{G}_k \omega \leq c^2$ where $c$ is any arbitrary positive number.

Then

$$\sum_{l=0}^{K} \omega^H \Pi_{k,k+l-1} X_{k+l} X_{k+l}^H \Pi_{k,k+l-1} \omega \leq c^2$$

$$\Rightarrow \omega^H \Pi_{k,k+l-1} X_{k+l} X_{k+l}^H \Pi_{k,k+l-1} \omega \leq c^2 \quad \text{for } 0 \leq l \leq K.$$  

Choosing $l = 0$ we obtain $\omega^H X_k X_k^H \omega \leq c^2$ or $||\omega^H X_k|| \leq c$.

Choosing $l = 1$ we obtain $||\omega^H (I - \frac{\mu}{P} X_k X_k^H) X_{k+l-1}|| \leq c$. Therefore,

$$||\omega^H X_k|| \leq ||\omega^H (I - \frac{\mu}{P} X_k X_k^H) X_{k+1}|| + \frac{\mu}{P} ||\omega^H X_k|| \cdot ||X_k X_{k+1}|| \leq c + \frac{\mu}{P} B c = c(1 + 2/P).$$
Choosing \( l = 2 \) we obtain \( \| \omega^H (I - \frac{1}{P} X_k X_k^H) (I - \frac{1}{P} X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H) X_{k+2} \| \leq c \). Therefore,
\[
\| \omega^H X_{k+2} \| \leq \| \omega^H (I - \frac{1}{P} X_k X_k^H) (I - \frac{1}{P} X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H) X_{k+2} \| + \frac{P}{c^2} \| \omega^H X_k X_k^H X_{k+1} X_{k+2} \|
\]
\[
\leq O(c).
\]

Proceeding along similar lines we obtain \( \| \omega^H X_{k+l} \| \leq Lc \) for \( l = 0, \ldots, K \) where \( L \) is some constant. This implies \( \omega^H \sum_{l=0}^{K} X_l X_l^H \omega \leq (K + 1)L^2 c^2 \). Since \( c \) is arbitrary we obtain that \( \omega^H \sum_{l=0}^{K} X_l X_l^H \omega < \alpha_1 \) which is a contradiction. \( \Box \)

**Lemma 5** Let \( X_k \) satisfy the persistence of excitation condition in Theorem 1, let
\[
P_{k,k+D} = \begin{cases} 
\prod_{l=k}^{k+D} (I - \mu I_k X_l X_l^H) & \text{if } D \geq 0 \\
1 & \text{if } D < 0
\end{cases}
\]
where \( I_l \) is the randomly chosen masking matrix and let
\[
\Omega_k = \sum_{l=0}^{K} \frac{P_{k+l-1}^H X_{k+l-1} X_{k+l-1}^H \Omega_{k+l-1}}{P_{k+l-1}^H X_{k+l-1} X_{k+l-1}^H P_{k+l-1}}
\]
where \( K \) is as defined in Theorem 1 and \( \bar{\cdot} \) is the average over randomly chosen \( I_l \) then \( \Omega_k - \gamma I \) is a positive definite matrix for some \( \gamma > 0 \) and \( \forall k \).  

**Proof**: Proof is by contradiction. Suppose not then for some vector \( \omega \) such that \( \omega^H \omega = 1 \) we have \( \omega^H \Omega_k \omega \leq c^2 \) where \( c \) is any arbitrary positive number. Then
\[
\sum_{l=0}^{K} \omega^H \frac{P_{k+l-1}^H X_{k+l-1} X_{k+l-1}^H P_{k+l-1}}{P_{k+l-1}^H X_{k+l-1} X_{k+l-1}^H P_{k+l-1}} \omega \leq c^2
\]
\[
\Rightarrow \omega^H \frac{P_{k+l-1}^H X_{k+l-1} X_{k+l-1}^H P_{k+l-1}}{P_{k+l-1}^H X_{k+l-1} X_{k+l-1}^H P_{k+l-1}} \omega \leq c^2 \text{ for } 0 \leq l \leq K.
\]

Choosing \( l = 0 \) we obtain \( \omega^H X_k X_k^H \omega \leq c^2 \) or \( \| \omega^H X_k \| \leq c \).

Choosing \( l = 1 \) we obtain \( \omega^H (I - \mu X_k X_k^H I_k) X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H (I - \mu I_k X_k X_k^H) \omega \leq c^2 \). Therefore,
\[
\omega^H X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H \omega - \frac{H}{P} \omega^H X_k X_k^H X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H \omega - \frac{H}{P} \omega^H X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H X_k X_k^H \omega +
\frac{H^2}{P} \omega^H X_k X_k^H \left[ \sum_{l=0}^{P} I_l X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H I_l \right] X_k X_k^H \omega \leq c^2.
\]
Now
\[
\| \omega^H X_k X_k^H X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H \omega \| \leq \| \omega^H X_k \| \| X_k \| \| X_{k+1} X_{k+1} \| \| \omega \| \leq cB^{3/2}
\]
and
\[
\|w^H X_k X_k^H \left[ \sum_{i=0}^P I_i X_{k+i} X_{k+i}^H I_i \right] X_k X_k^H \omega\| \leq c^2 P B^2.
\]

Therefore, \(\omega^H X_{k+1} X_{k+1}^H \omega = O(c)\) which implies \(\|\omega^H X_{k+1}\| = O(c^{1/2})\). Proceeding along the same lines we obtain \(\|\omega^H X_{k+1}\| = O(c^{1/L})\) for \(L = 0, \ldots, K\) for some constant \(L\). This implies \(\omega^H \sum_{i=k}^{k+K} X_i X_i^H \omega = O(c^{2/L})\). Since \(c\) is arbitrary we obtain that \(\omega^H \sum_{i=k}^{k+K} X_i X_i^H \omega < \alpha_1\) which is a contradiction. \(\square\)

Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 1.

**Proof of Theorem 1:** First, we will prove the convergence of \(\overline{V_k^H V_k}\). We have \(\overline{V_{k+1} = (I - \frac{\mu}{P} X_k X_k^H) \overline{V_k}}\).

Proceeding as before, we obtain the following update equation for \(\overline{V_k V_k^H}\)
\[
\overline{V_{k+K+1} V_{k+K+1}^H} = \overline{V_{k+K} V_{k+K}^H} - 2 \frac{\mu}{P} \overline{V_{k+K} X_{k+K} X_{k+K}^H V_{k+K}}
+ \frac{\mu^2}{P^2} \overline{X_{k+K} X_{k+K}^H X_{k+K} X_{k+K}^H V_{k+K}}
\leq \overline{V_{k+K} V_{k+K}^H} - \frac{\mu}{P} \overline{V_{k+K} X_{k+K} X_{k+K}^H V_{k+K}}.
\]

The last step follows from the fact that \(\mu < 2/B\). Using the update equation for \(\overline{V_k^H V_k}\) repeatedly, we obtain
\[
\overline{V_{k+K+1}^H V_{k+K+1}} \leq \overline{V_{k}^H V_{k}} - \frac{\mu}{P} \overline{V_{k}^H V_{k}} G_k V_k.
\]

From Lemma 4 we have,
\[
\overline{V_{k+K+1}^H V_{k+K+1}} \leq (1 - \frac{\mu}{P}) \overline{V_{k}^H V_{k}}
\]

which ensures exponential convergence of \(\text{tr}\{\overline{V_k^H V_k}\}\).

Next, we prove the convergence of \(\overline{V_k^H V_k}\). First, we have the following update equation for \(\text{tr}\{\overline{V_k^H V_k^H}\}\)
\[
\text{tr}\left\{\overline{V_{k+K+1}^H V_{k+K+1}^H}\right\} \leq \text{tr}\left\{\overline{V_{k+K}^H V_{k+K}^H}\right\} - \frac{\mu}{P} \text{tr}\{X_{k+K} X_{k+K}^H \overline{V_{k+K}^H V_{k+K}^H}\}. \quad (17)
\]

Using (17) and also
\[
\overline{V_{k+1}^H V_{k+1}^H} = (I - \mu I_k X_k X_k^H) \overline{V_k^H V_k^H} (I - \mu I_k X_k X_k^H I_k)
\]

repeatedly, we obtain the following update equation
\[
\text{tr}\left\{\overline{V_{k+K+1}^H V_{k+K+1}^H}\right\} \leq \text{tr}\left\{\overline{V_k^H V_k^H}\right\} - \text{tr}\{\Omega_k \overline{V_k^H V_k^H}\}.
\]

From Lemma 5 we have
\[
\text{tr}\left\{\overline{V_{k+K+1}^H V_{k+K+1}^H}\right\} \leq (1 - \mu \gamma) \text{tr}\left\{\overline{V_k^H V_k^H}\right\}
\]

which ensures the exponential convergence of \(\text{tr}\{\overline{V_k^H V_k^H}\}\). \(\square\)
E Derivation of Expressions in Section 4.2

In this section, we will need the following identity
\[
\sum_{s=0}^{\infty} s(1 - \alpha \mu)^{2s} = \frac{(1 - \alpha \mu)^2}{\alpha^2 \mu^2 (1 - \alpha \mu)^2}.
\]

First, we have the following expressions for LMS
\[
\begin{align*}
J^0_{k+1} &= \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu \sigma^2)^{k-s} X_s m_s \\
J^1_{k+1} &= \mu \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu \sigma^2)^{k-s-1} D_1(k, s + 1) X_s m_s \\
J^2_{k+1} &= \mu^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu \sigma^2)^{k-s-2} D_2(k, s + 1) X_s m_s
\end{align*}
\]
where
\[
\begin{align*}
D_1(k, s) &= \sum_{u=s}^{k} Z_u \quad k \geq s \quad D_1(k, s) = 0 \quad s > k \\
D_2(k, s) &= \sum_{u=s}^{k} D_1(k, u + 1) Z_u
\end{align*}
\]
and \(Z_u = E[X_u X_u^H] - X_u X_u^H\).

This leads to
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^0_{k+1}(J^0_{k+1})^H] = \lim_{k \to \infty} \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu \sigma^2)^{2(k-s)} E[X_0 X_0^H]
\]
and we finally obtain
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^0_k (J^0_k)^H] = \frac{\sigma_v^2}{\mu(2 - \mu \sigma^2)} I.
\]

Similarly,
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^0_{k+1}(J^1_{k+1})^H] = \mu \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu \sigma^2)^{2s-1} E[D_1(s, 1) X_0 X_0^H].
\]
Now, \(E[Z_v X_0 X_0^H] = E[X_v X_v^H] E[X_0 X_0^H] - E[X_v X_v^H X_0 X_0^H] = 0\) which gives
\[
E[D_1(s, 1) X_0 X_0^H] = 0.
\]
Thus, \(\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^0_k (J^1_k)^H] = 0\).

Next,
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^2_{k+1}(J^2_{k+1})^H] = \sigma_v^2 \mu^2 \sum_{u=0}^{\infty} (1 - \mu \sigma^2)^{2u-2} E[D_1(u, 1) X_0 X_0^H D_1(u, 1)^H]
\]
\[
E[Z_v X_v X_0^H Z_u^H] = \sigma^2 I - \sigma^2 E[X_v X_v^H X_0 X_0^H] - \sigma^2 E[X_0 X_0^H X_v X_v^H] + E[X_v X_v^H X_0 X_0^H X_u X_u^H]
\]
\[
= 0 \text{ if } v \neq u
\]
\[
= N \sigma^2 I \text{ if } v = u.
\]
Therefore, \(E[D_1(u, 1)X_0X_0^H D_1(u, 1)^H] = uN \sigma_v^2 I\) and we obtain
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^{(1)}(J_k^{(1)})^H] = \frac{N \sigma_v^2}{(2 - \mu \sigma_v^2)^2} I.
\]

Next, we have \(\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(J_{k+1}^0)^H] = \mu^2 \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{\infty} E[D_2(s, 1)X_0X_0^H].\) Now,
\[
E[Z_u Z_u X_0X_0^H] = \sigma_v^2 I - \sigma_v^2 E[X_u X_u^H X_0X_0^H] - \sigma_v^2 E[X_u X_u^H X_0X_0^H] + E[X_u X_u^H X_u X_u^H X_0X_0^H]
= 0 \text{ if } v \neq u.
\]
Therefore, \(E[D_2(s, 1)X_0X_0^H] = 0\) and consequently \(\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(J_{k+1}^0)^H] = 0.\)

Second, we have the following expressions for SPULMS
\[
J_{k+1}^0 = \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \frac{\mu}{\beta} \sigma_v^2)^{k-s} I_s X_s n_s
\]
\[
J_{k+1}^1 = \mu \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \frac{\mu}{\beta} \sigma_v^2)^{k-s-1} D_1(k, s + 1) I_s X_s n_s
\]
\[
J_{k+1}^2 = \mu^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \frac{\mu}{\beta} \sigma_v^2)^{k-s-2} D_2(k, s + 1) I_s X_s n_s
\]
where
\[
D_1(k, s) = \sum_{u=s}^{k} Z_u \quad k \geq s \quad D_1(k, s) = 0 \quad s > k
\]
\[
D_2(k, s) = \sum_{u=s}^{k} D_1(k, u + 1) Z_u
\]
and
\[
Z_u = I_u X_u X_u^H - \frac{1}{\mu} E[X_u X_u^H].
\]

This leads to
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(J_{k+1}^0)^H] = \lim_{k \to \infty} \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu \sigma_v^2)^{2(k-s)} E[I_0 X_0X_0^H I_0]
\]
and
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k}^{(0)}(J_{k}^{(0)})^H] = \frac{\sigma_v^2}{\mu(2 - \beta \sigma_v^2)^2} I.
\]

Similarly,
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^1(J_{k+1}^1)^H] = \mu \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu \sigma_v^2)^{2s-1} E[D_1(s, 1) I_0 X_0X_0^H I_0].
\]
Now, \(E[Z_u I_0 X_0X_0^H I_0] = E[I_u X_u X_u^H] E[I_0 X_0X_0^H I_0] - E[I_u X_u X_u^H I_0 X_0X_0^H I_0] = 0\) which gives
\[
E[D_1(s, 1) X_0X_0^H] = 0
\]
so that \(\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(J_{k+1}^0)^H] = 0.\)
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^1(J_{k+1}^1)^H] = \sigma_e^2 \mu^2 \sum_{u=0}^{\infty} (1 - \mu \sigma^2)^{2u-2} E[D_1(u, 1) I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 D_1(u, 1)^H].
\]

Furthermore
\[
E[Z_v I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 Z_v^H] = \sigma_e^2 I - \sigma^2 E[I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] - \sigma^2 E[I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] + E[I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0]
\]
\[
= 0 \text{ if } v \neq u
\]
\[
= \frac{(N+1)P-1}{P^3} \sigma_e^2 I \text{ if } v = u.
\]

Therefore, \( E[D_1(u, 1) I_0 X_0 X_0^H D_1(u, 1)^H] = u \frac{(N+1)P-1}{P^3} \sigma_e^2 I \) and we obtain
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^1(J_{k+1}^1)^H] = \frac{(N+1)P-1}{P^3} \sigma_e^2 I.
\]

Finally, we consider \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(J_{k+1}^0)^H] = \mu^2 \sigma_e^2 \sum_{s=0}^{\infty} E[D_2(s, 1) I_0 X_0 X_0^H]. \)

Now
\[
E[Z_v Z_u X_0 X_0^H] = \sigma_e^2 I - \sigma^2 E[I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] - \sigma^2 E[I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] + E[I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0]
\]
\[
= 0 \text{ if } v \neq u.
\]

Therefore, \( E[D_2(s, 1) I_0 X_0 X_0^H] = 0 \) and consequently \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(J_{k+1}^0)^H] = 0. \)

### F Derivation of Expressions in Section 4.3

In this section, we will need the following identities
\[
\sum_{v, w=1}^{k} a^{2|v-w|} = \frac{s(1 - a^4) - 2a^2 + 2a^{2(s+1)}}{(1-a^2)^2}
\]
\[
\sum_{v, w=1}^{k} a^{2|v-w|} a^{s+w} = \frac{a^2}{(1-a^2)^2} [1 + a^2 - (2s+1)a^2 + (2s-1)a^{2s+2}]
\]
\[
\sum_{s=0}^{\infty} s(1-\alpha \mu)^2 s = \frac{(1 - \alpha \mu)^2}{\alpha \mu^2 (2-\alpha \mu)^2}.
\]

First, we have the following expressions for LMS
\[
J_{k+1}^0 = \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1-\mu)^{k-s} X_s n_s
\]
\[
J_{k+1}^1 = \mu \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1-\mu)^{k-s-1} D_1(k, s+1) X_s n_s
\]
\[
J_{k+1}^2 = \mu^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1-\mu)^{k-s-2} D_2(k, s+1) X_s n_s
\]
where
\[ D_1(k, s) = \sum_{u=s}^{k} Z_u \quad k \geq s \quad D_1(k, s) = 0 \quad s > k \]
\[ D_2(k, s) = \sum_{u=s}^{k} D_1(k, u + 1) Z_u \]

and \( Z_u = E[X_u X_u^H] - X_u X_u^H \).

This leads to
\[ \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^0_{k+1}(J^0_{k+1})^H] = \lim_{k \to \infty} \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu)^{2s-1} E[X_0 X_0^H] \]
and as a result
\[ \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^{(0)}_k(J^{(0)}_k)^H] = \frac{\sigma_v^2}{\mu(2 - \mu)} I. \]

Next,
\[ \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^0_k(J^1_k)^H] = \mu \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu)^{2s-1} E[D_1(s, 1) X_0 X_0^H]. \]

Now, \( E[Z_u X_0 X_0^H] = E[X_u X_u^H] E[X_0 X_0^H] - E[X_u X_u^H X_0 X_0^H] = -\frac{N}{\kappa^2} \kappa^{2u} \) which gives
\[ E[D_1(s, 1) X_0 X_0^H] = -\frac{N}{\kappa^2} \kappa^{2s} \frac{1 - \kappa^{2s}}{1 - \kappa^2}. \]

Therefore, \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^{(0)}_k(J^{(1)}_k)^H] = -\frac{\sigma_v^2 N}{2(1 - \kappa^2)} I + O(\mu) I. \) Next we consider,
\[ \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^1_k(J^1_k)^H] = \sigma_v^2 \mu^2 \sum_{u=0}^{\infty} (1 - \mu)^{2u-2} E[D_1(u, 1) X_0 X_0^H D_1(u, 1)^H]. \]

Note that,
\[ E[Z_u X_0 X_0^H Z_u^H] = I - E[X_u X_u^H X_0 X_0^H] = E[X_0 X_0^H X_u X_u^H] + E[X_u X_u^H X_0 X_0^H X_u X_u^H] \]
\[ = [(N^2 + 1) \kappa^{v+u} \kappa^{v-u} + N \kappa^{2v-u}]. \]

Therefore,
\[ E[D_1(u, 1) X_0 X_0^H D_1(u, 1)^H] = (N^2 + 1) \sum_{v=1}^{u} \sum_{t=1}^{u} \kappa^{v-u} \kappa^{v+u} + N \sum_{v=1}^{u} \sum_{t=1}^{u} \kappa^{2v-u} \]
and consequently
\[ \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^{(1)}_k(J^{(1)}_k)^H] = \frac{(1 + \kappa^2) \sigma_v^2 N}{4(1 - \kappa^2)} I + O(\mu) I. \]

Finally, we have \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E[J^2_{k+1}(J^2_{k+1})^H] = \mu^2 \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{\infty} E[D_2(s, 1) X_0 X_0^H]. \) Now
\[ E[Z_u Z_u X_0 X_0^H] = I - E[X_u X_u^H X_0 X_0^H] = E[X_0 X_0^H X_u X_u^H] + E[X_u X_u^H X_0 X_0^H X_0 X_0^H] \]
\[ = [(N^2 + 1) \kappa^{v+u} \kappa^{v-u} + N \kappa^{2v-u}]. \]

Therefore,
\[ E[D_2(s, 1) X_0 X_0^H] = (N^2 + 1) \sum_{v=1}^{u} \sum_{t=1}^{u} \kappa^{v-u} \kappa^{v+u} + N \sum_{v=1}^{u} \sum_{t=1}^{u} \kappa^{2v-u}. \]
and
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^0(\beta _k)^H] = \frac{\kappa^2 \sigma_v^2 N}{4(1 - \kappa^2)} I + O(\mu) I.
\]

Second, we have the following expressions for SPULMS:
\[
\begin{align*}
\beta _{k+1}^0 &= \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \frac{\mu}{P})^{k-s} I_s X_s n_s \\
\beta _{k+1}^j &= \mu \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \frac{\mu}{P})^{k-s} D_1(k, s + 1) I_s X_s n_s \\
\beta _{k+1}^2 &= \mu^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \frac{\mu}{P})^{k-s-2} D_2(k, s + 1) I_s X_s n_s
\end{align*}
\]

where
\[
D_1(k, s) = \sum_{u=k}^{k} Z_u \quad k \geq s \quad D_1(k, s) = 0 \quad s > k
\]
\[
D_2(k, s) = \sum_{u=k}^{k} D_1(k, u + 1) Z_u
\]

and \(Z_u = I_u X_u X_u^H - \frac{1}{P} E[X_u X_u^H]\).

This leads to
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(\beta _{k+1}^0)^H] = \lim_{k \to \infty} \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu)^{2(k-s)} E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0]
\]

and therefore,
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_k^0(\beta _k^0)^H] = \frac{\kappa^2 \sigma_v^2}{\mu(2 - \frac{\mu}{P})} I.
\]

Next,
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(\beta _{k+1}^0)^H] = \mu \sigma_v^2 \sum_{s=0}^{k} (1 - \mu)^{2s-1} E[D_1(s, 1) I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0].
\]

Furthermore,
\[
E[Z_0 I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] = E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] - E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] = -\frac{N}{P^2} \kappa^2 \sigma_v^2
\]

and as a result
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^0(\beta _{k+1}^0)^H] = -\frac{\kappa^2 \sigma_v^2 N}{2(1 - \kappa^2) P^2} I + O(\mu) I.
\]

Next, consider
\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} E[J_{k+1}^1(\beta _{k+1}^1)^H] = \sigma_v^2 \mu^2 \sum_{u=0}^{\infty} (1 - \mu)^{2u-2} E[D_1(u, 1) I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 D_1(u, 1)^H].
\]

Since
\[
E[Z_0 I_0 X_0 X_0^H] = I - E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] - E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0]
\]
\[
+ E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] + E[I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0]
\]

29
\[
E \left[ J_k^{(1)} (J_k^{(1)})^H \right] = \frac{1}{P_3} \left( \frac{N_v^2}{P} + 1 \right) \kappa^{v+u} \kappa^{u-v-1} + N \kappa^{2(v-u)} I \quad \text{if } v \neq u
\]
\[
E \left[ J_k^{(2)} (J_k^{(2)})^H \right] = \frac{1}{P_3} \left( \frac{N_v^2}{P} + 1 \right) \kappa^{v+u} \kappa^{u-v-1} + N \kappa^{2(v-u)} I
\]
\[
\quad + \frac{P - 1}{P_3} \left( (N + 1) + \frac{N_v^2 + 2N + 1}{P} \kappa^{2v} \right) I \quad \text{if } v = u
\]
we have \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E \left[ J_k^{(1)} (J_k^{(1)})^H \right] = \frac{\sigma^2}{P} \frac{1 - \mu^2}{1 - \mu^2} + (N + 1) \frac{P^2}{P^3} I + O(\mu) I. \)

Finally, we have \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E \left[ J_k^{(0)} (J_k^{(2)})^H \right] = \frac{\sigma^2}{P} \frac{1 - \mu^2}{1 - \mu^2} \sum_{s=0}^{\infty} E[ D_2(s, 1) X_0 X_0^H ]. \) Furthermore,
\[
E [Z_v Z_u X_0 X_0^H] = \sigma^6 I - \sigma^2 E [I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0] - \sigma^2 E [I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0]
\]
\[
\quad + E [I_v X_v X_v^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0 X_0 X_0^H I_0]
\]
\[
\quad = \frac{1}{P_3} \left( \frac{N_v^2}{P} + 1 \right) \kappa^{v+u} \kappa^{u-v-1} + N \kappa^{2(v-u)} I \quad \text{if } v \neq u
\]
which leads to \( \lim_{k \to \infty} E \left[ J_k^{(0)} (J_k^{(2)})^H \right] = \frac{\sigma^2 \sigma^2 N}{4(1-\mu^2)} I + O(\mu) I. \)
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